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Andrew Vita

Assistant Chief of 

Operations

Chief Vita

We had a few incidents back in the 1980s. In 1982 had both the Air Florida crash and a 
Metro Train derailment and it was clear we needed a better way to communicate 
between agencies for major catastrophes and later on many types of incidents. The goal 
was to be able to work together across jurisdictions and share our resources to do what's 
best for the community. At first, this meant a common numbering system, which came up 
during these major events, where for example you would have five engine ones. Our 
communication was okay; what we were not doing was "coordinating." We needed to 
coordinate the naming and numbering of resources to prevent confusion.



Then came AVL. AVL worked in those jurisdictions that had AVL, but as of today, we are 
still working on CAD to CAD, which allows PSAP to communicate in real-time and is 
making things cleaner and smoother. But even real-time has its challenges. We had all 
been sharing resources for a very long time, but we weren't sharing information on each 
others' structures seamlessly through our computers.

First Due

Let's start by learning more about the vision across Northern Virginia to share 
information. How did this come about, and where was the project before First Due?

City of Fairfax Fire Department

Achieving Northern Virginia's Interagency Vision with 
First Due


Location

Fairfax, VA

Response Area 

Population

23,000

85 Professional 
Firefighters

Personnel


The Interoperability Vision in Northern Virginia

Q&A

Quick Facts

Chief Vita

We were all doing pre-incident plans the traditional way. I'd make a copy of it, and 
then I would have to deliver it to all the surrounding jurisdictions that might respond 
into my area. As soon as I printed that pre-plan, it was outdated because something 
would change and nobody would go back and update it. Sometimes we would give 
it to someone at a fire station and it wouldn't get put into the three ring binder, or it 
would get torn out of a three ring binder on the way to a call and not get put back in 
the right spot.



Because of events like 9/11, our jurisdictions became closer. On 9/11, units responded to 
areas they had not been responding to prior. That day highlighted the need to ensurethat  "all 
available" data/pre-incident plans should be 

First Due

How did this effect sharing pre-incident plans containing critical data on structures?

Before First Due
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available to all NOVA apparatus because we could always end up in a new area. Paper made it impossible to 
share and store all this information. With iPad's and Dropbox, it was getting easier, but not as good as it could 
get. You had companies responding to calls that they weren't normally responding to. Urban engine companies 
now needed rural water supply plans because they were responding to incidents at high-rise buildings with 
FDC's and standpipes.



Later, we started passing thumb drives around, but time moves forward so 
even those weren't accurate.

We had these three ring binders, bolted down to the dash on the dog-house of the firetruck with plans that 
needed replacing on a daily basis. 

Chief Vita

Well, now you're getting 14 Fire Departments and their pre-incident planning POC/experts all putting 
information in the same place to be used the same way — information that's always current and always accurate. 
Through First Due, our regional partners are able to get across what's most important and what's going to be 
the best for our personnel responding to a call in their response area, and we can see the same for them.



Plenty of departments had something like 14- and 20-page pre-plans. Pictures, tell a thousand words. We can 
scan alert tiles and icons on maps to rapidly understand what's going on with any structure a whole lot faster 
than reading. We have actionable data on any scenario in each others’ response areas.

First Due

So how has First Due changed things?

With First Due

Chief Vita


now you have four sets of eyes 
working on this and four brains trying to assess or analyze a problem and begin to make informed tactical 
decisions before arriving on scene

They start looking at buildings and icons. They start reading the information. They start tapping local live 
cameras. The officer can listen to the radio, and the driver can get you there. But 

, which makes everybody a whole lot safer. And that's all great to hear.

First Due

While en-route to a call, how are your crews working in First Due?

On the Line

Chief Vita


There's been a change in the whole 
attitude across pre-plans, and the value is then recognized because we've come to expect quality information in 
First Due at the time of response.

There was a lot of excitement about being able to go out and start doing pre-plans. Even those company 
officers who have been here for 20, 25 years, who after a while, they know their buildings fairly well, get the 
value of sharing that with others. That's the big thing that I was hoping for. 

First Due

How has this changed the attitude towards the value of Pre-Planning across Northern Virginia?

The Value of Pre-Planning
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Location

Hartsdale, NY



Response Area 

Population

5,000


37 Professional 
Firefighters



Personnel


Quick Facts

Doug Palmesi

Fire Captain



Captain Palmesi

Before First Due, we had a ton of pre-plans that were in paper PDF form. They were 
stored in a central location in our dispatch office, but they weren’t really out in the 
hands of our First Responders during calls and at times they needed that information. 
We have a substantial amount of mid-rise apartment buildings in Hartsdale. We had 
hand-written drawings of apartment complexes, but the buildings themselves can be 
pretty spread out with different building numbers, levels, staircases, layouts, and so 
on, so following a hand-written drawing of a large complex structure is confusing and 
time consuming to say the least. On a call, there just isn’t time to waste trying to 
comprehend a hand-written drawing of a multi-residential structure.



Back before First Due, we were basically going on every call blind, with really nothing 
to go off of besides memory. A few of our firefighters started making little binders with 
pictures and diagrams that they visualized from previous incidents. It seemed helpful 
at the time, however, the response area in Hartsdale is small but dense, so our crews 
wouldn’t even have enough time to find the right binder with the right location before 
we arrived on scene.



Before First Due, we never had an idea of what we were headed in to, and as a 
Captain of a Fire Department, that’s one of the last feelings you want to have.  





First Due

Before First Due, what was your experience with Pre-planning and the availability of 
Pre-plans at the time of response?



Way Back When



Q&A
Hartsdale Fire Department


Saving Institutional Knowledge & Enabling Field 
Access to Comprehensive Pre-Plans
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Captain Palmesi


When we arrived to the house, what I was looking at on First 
Due was an exact match to what I was looking at in real life, the only thing First Due didn’t show were the 
landscapers standing out front. The guys knew exactly where and what everything was, it was pretty incredible, 
it felt like a well-rehearsed dance.

We haven't been on a call without First Due ever since.



After seeing First Due, we knew right away that we would be interested in it. We continued doing our research 
and started realizing that this product was designed with us in mind. Once we signed on and started going 
through the deployment process, we just kept finding out more and more features that were going to benefit us, 
with the integration of assessor data at the top of that list. As we moved into the beta testing of system, we 
started using First Due on a small basis, and within just a few uses we realized how much we had been missing 
without this tool. With First Due, we now had pictures of private dwellings, pictures of high-rises or mid-rises, we 
knew exactly where every hydrant was, we were able to put icons on the map to show FDC’s, and even identify 
bridges that we couldn’t drive over. The amount of information we realized we now had was just amazing, so it 
all came to a culmination before we even went live.



 A moment that really sticks out in my mind is one of the calls we received during that beta testing period of the 
deployment. A woman calls the Fire Department to tell us her kitchen is on fire, we’re heading up North Central 
Avenue and I decide to pull up First Due on the MDT, just to see what it can give me since it hasn’t gone live yet. 
Within a few seconds I tell my chauffeur, “hey, the hydrant is three houses past the one we’re looking for. It’s a 
blue house with a big pine tree in the front.” I look over at him out of the corner of my eye and he gives me this 
smirk, like “what the heck are you talking about?”. Then I yell back to the nozzle man and I’m explaining to him 
exactly what the house looks like. I could tell him it was a split level, splits off to the left, and the kitchen is 
probably straight back judging by how it looks. 

 On top of that, the tour commander shows up, he can see exactly who the 
assessor’s office has on file to contact about the fire, we knew the owner, it just kept going and going. We were 
even able to know to look for a few missing people that had evacuated out of the back, and we when we found 
them we knew everyone was accounted for. The amount of information we had just for this one call was 
unimaginable, and it was all in our hands exactly when we needed it.  After the call, we’re debriefing and I start 
showing off the MDT with the picture from the assessor’s office, which also had the building permits on file that 
showed me where the kitchen was, as well as the basic layout of the house.  

First Due

Once you signed on with First Due, how did things change? Did you see an immediate difference in how you 
were able to respond?



Recognizing Change





Captain Palmesi

The biggest thing for me is that First Due has freed up my mental capacity as a boss. I don’t have to think 
“alright, I’m going to 27 NorthCentral Avenue, is that a five story? Is that a seven story? Is that a nine story?” 
Instead, I can look right into the computer that’s right in front of me and know in an instant that it’s a seven 
story, great, now I know. Before, we were still able to make quick, actionable, and successful decisions at the 
time of response, but First Due has given us a jump start in every aspect of those decisions, and at the end of 
the day, that jumpstart is what saves lives.



First Due

Overall, what are the biggest takeaways you’ve seen with implementing First Due into your agency? How do 
you see First Due working in the future for Hartsdale Fire Department?



Data Connect
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Speaking futuristically, I want us to continue data entry.It’s proven to us the difference it makes in our response, 
so the value I see in continuing that is unbeatable. With all the integration capability First Due has, I also want to 
focus on making a more seamless connection with our dispatch as we ramp up the data entry. I also want us to 
dive further into building inspections. Our building inspection program was paused due to COVID, but once 
that is up and running again, I am excited to see how First Due can help streamline that process for us. Overall, I 
want us to expand our use of everything that is already offered by First Due.



Seeing the difference in our operation due to the First Due products we have implemented has me looking 
forward to what else we can utilize. We are always looking for ways to continue improving our operation, and 
First Due is the next step in doing so.


Captain Palmesi

That's a great question. We are a pretty small Fire Department with only two fire houses, so we would normally 
go out into the field and survey buildings, examine mid-rise and high-rise apartment structures, talk about the 
hazards, where the FDC is and so forth. We used to go up to headquarters and sit in a classroom with a big 
picture of our handwritten building map up on the wall. We would draw out different situations of where the fire 
was and how we would respond and try to write down what process we would use. But as everyone has 
experienced in the last year, because of COVID we’ve unfortunately had to shut this part of our training down to 
follow restrictions, which obviously is not beneficial to our response. Instead of losing that value, having First 
Due implemented gave us the ability to take a virtual tour of any building, and has allowed us to see exactly 
what any situation at any location would look like. While doing that, we can go in and enter our pre-plan data – 
the standpipes in the stairwell, where the stairwell is, if there are balconies, where the fire escapes are, etc. First 
Due has definitely provided us with a great tabletop training platform that we can use in the fire house, and 
while teaching, we’re also entering and gaining useful data and information.




First Due

Have you been able to incorporate First Due into the training process and regimen Hartsdale Fire Department 
uses when responding to calls?



Using First Due For Training & Response
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With that being said, getting our senior members to adjust and adopt a new technology-based platform was a 
little bit hard to do, but now that they've seen it and trained with it they've jumped right in. They have so much 
knowledge about our response area because they’ve been responding to calls here for 20 years. We have 
incorporated their old hand drawn information on top of all the new data in First Due, and by doing so we have 
began bridging the institutional knowledge gap between our veterans and new members. At the end of the 
day, that's what leads to quicker, safer, and more effective response for our community.


Captain Palmesi

The biggest thing for me is that First Due has freed up my mental capacity as a boss.

 First Due has given us a jump start in every aspect of those decisions, and at the end of the day, 
that jumpstart is what saves lives.



 I don’t have to think 
“alright, I’m going to 27 NorthCentral Avenue, is that a five story? Is that a seven story? Is that a nine story?” 
Instead, I can look right into the computer that’s right in front of me and know in an instant that it’s a seven story, 
great, now I know. Before, we were still able to make quick, actionable, and successful decisions at the time of 
response, but

Speaking futuristically, I want us to continue data entry.It’s proven to us the difference it makes in our response, 
so the value I see in continuing that is unbeatable. With all the integration capability First Due has, I also want to 
focus on making a more seamless connection with our dispatch as we ramp up the data entry. I also want us to 
dive further into building inspections. Our building inspection program was paused due to COVID, but once 
that is up and running again, I am excited to see how First Due can help streamline that process for us. Overall, I 
want us to expand our use of everything that is already offered by First Due.



Seeing the difference in our operation due to the First Due products we have implemented has me looking 
forward to what else we can utilize. We are always looking for ways to continue improving our operation, and 
First Due is the next step in doing so.








First Due

Overall, what are the biggest takeaways you’ve seen with implementing First Due into your agency? How do you 
see First Due working in the future for Hartsdale Fire Department?



Takeaways And Looking Into The Future
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Location

Fairfax, VA



Response Area 

Population

35,000 Students


1400 Professional 
Firefighters with Data 

Access

Personnel


Quick Facts

Director Black


 Director Black

George Mason University is a state institution that sits on the border of the City of 
Fairfax and Fairfax County. Being State property, we are semi-autonomous, and have 
our own police department but we rely on the City and County to help with fire and 
EMS situations on campus. The closest station to us is the City of Fairfax, and our call 
volume does take up a lot of their time, energy, and resources. In non-COVID times, 
our daytime campus population rivals the entire city population, so we are essentially 
our own city, but without our own fire department.



The city and the county work well together, but they are definitely two different 
jurisdictions. I want to make sure I provide them both with all the information they 
need to be able to successfully respond to our buildings. Getting everyone on the 
same page has been one of our biggest struggles. We’ve tried handling it a few 
different ways, but before First Due, all those ways included paper copies and were a 
huge time investment to keep up to date. It worked well, and the county used the 
maps a lot more, but every once in a while we would get a third or fourth due engine 
in, and the map they had in the truck was 10 years old and was missing half of our 
buildings. As much as we wanted the paper system to work, it was nearly impossible 
to keep it up the way it should have been.






Director Black

I got introduced to First Due when the fire chiefs of the Northern Virginia region 
decided they needed a common software platform to handle pre-planning incidents. 
The City of Fairfax received a Grant to purchase the platform. At the time First Due 
came in, we had tried switching over to a thumb drive method where we would 
upload a bunch of information to a thumb drive and leave it in a Knox Box for the fire 
department. I liked this method because I didn’t have to coordinate getting 
information on the fire trucks. It gave me an easier way to maintain the information, 
but even then, Mason was the only entity using thumb drives so responding units 
didn’t always know they were there.


First Due

Can you tell us about the Public Safety landscape at GMU, and what problems were 
arising that needed to be fixed with First Due? 



First Due

When you first learned about First Due were you confident it would be useful at GMU?



About GMU

About GMU

Q&A
George Mason University


First Due on Campus: A Collaboration for Public Safety 
at George Mason University
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When I saw First Due, I immediately felt like it was the answer we had been looking for. I could upload one map 
and whoever shows up can see everything they need to see and can get all the information they need quickly 
and in a format they can digest. All the tools we were learning in First Due were user friendly for both the 
firefighters and my staff.



First Due is so easy to use. Not only can we easily upload all the information we need, but the maintenance and 
upkeep on the information isn’t burdensome the way we were used to. 
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Director Black

When we first started using First Due, I wanted to be able to share locations of hazards and hazardous areas. We 
have everything from high hazard storage, residential buildings, and bio level three labs that deal with 
pathogens and other agents, down to machine shops and other hazardous areas. As the hazards change, we can 
now easily update First Due from anywhere with the new information.



Another big bulk of data we entered was on campus construction. We are doing an incredible amount of 
construction all throughout campus to replace underground utility, which has really been affecting how you can 
drive and move around campus. There have been a few times where we have gone to construction meetings 
with the fire department and just pulled out the laptop right there and marked off in First Due where the crews 
won’t be able to drive, or where new sections of the road were added that they can drive on now. We were able 
to do this with the construction teams, so we know that information is accurate and will be available immediately 
to any of the responding units. 



First Due has also helped us with our dispatch system. Dispatching in our area is very unique because we have a 
center that handles all dispatch for the city and county, and then we have a separate dispatch center for our on-
campus George Mason University Police Department. That’s also our central monitoring station for all fire alarm 
systems. Often times the local dispatch center will send Fire or EMS units to campus and Mason’s campus police 
are not aware of the response. First Due has been able to solve that problem for us because our dispatchers 
now have a backup cell phone with First Due loaded onto it, so now every time there is a dispatch anywhere on 
our campus, they get a notification. There have even been a few times where they've seen the dispatch on First 
Due, sent a Mason police officer and have been able to start CPR or first aid before the ambulance arrives. First 
Due has closed a huge communication gap between us and the local dispatch center that we continually 
struggled with.





First Due

What were your main priorities as you began implementing First Due on campus?



Implementing First Due On Campus

Director Black

We are planning to release Community Connect to allow students to self-report any information they would want 





First Due

Can you share how the Community Connect program has helped on campus safety?



Community Connect on Campus



the fire department to know. With a campus full of people, we have had students who are prone to seizures  
during a fire alarm, students with support animals that also need to be accounted for, students with mobility 
issues that would need extra assistance in an emergency – and so on. Since Community Connect is ADA 
Compliant, we are ready to push this out to our students and members of campus. No matter how serious 
someone's need is, their information is something that both the police and the fire department need to know 
about when responding.



Another thing that makes Community Connect on campus different than a typical residential program, is that 
students change their housing situation, meaning every year our turnover rate is at 100%, which is not the case 
in most communities. One of the things I like most about Community Connect is that it puts it on the student to 
self-report and keep their information up to date, rather than relying on the university to maintain that 
information in a compliant manner. We see more and more students every year with different and unique needs, 
and giving them the opportunity to voluntarily share that information with our emergency response teams is 
important for the individual and the responders. Community Connect will allow us to give more attention to 
those who may be more vulnerable or need extra help during an emergency which can make a major difference 
in response, especially on a college campus.
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Director Black

As far as exploring more of what we can do with First Due, I would like to integrate it with our Fire Alarm 
Monitoring System. We use a Fire Alarm Monitoring System called Keltron, and they can monitor the various 
types of fire alarm manufacturers we use on campus. We recently upgraded our Keltron system, which gives us a 
lot more specific information on what activated the fire alarm. Where I see an integration with First Due is 
allowing the Fire Department to see exactly what is on the Keltron, which happens to be the same information 
on the fire alarm panel. So, when they are five minutes out from the building, they can start planning in their 
head where they need to go, what they need to grab, if it’s one alarm or multiple alarms they need to focus on, 
so they can prepare for the scope and size of the building and incident. Using First Due for these types of 
incidents will give us much quicker and more accurate information, which at the end of the day will help us run a 
safer and more prepared campus. 

First Due

How do you see First Due continuing to make a difference at GMU?



Exploring First Due For The Future
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Lucas Ray

Fire Marshal

Part 1: Beginning the Journey with First Due





Location

Carmel, IN

Response Area 

Population

95,000 People


171 Professional 
Firefighters


Personnel


Q&A

Quick Facts

Carmel Fire Prevention Bureau


First Due


Carmel Fire Prevention Bureau


Every year the City of Carmel puts on a fireworks display for the 4th of July. Last year, 
due to COVID, the City decided to have three different firework locations. This turned 
out to be a big hit, so the city has decided to continue with the multiple site model 
moving forward. For 2021 two of the firework sites will be operating on the 4th, and 
one on the 5th to help celebrate the end of our yearly festival, Carmel Fest. For as 
long as I can remember, we have been lighting the fireworks off in the downtown 
area, but as the city continues to grow we are facing new challenges every year. 
Finding a safe shoot site for our central location is becoming increasingly more 
difficult with the City’s rapid growth and redevelopment. This makes the pre-planning 
of these events critical to the safety of our community and the fire service personnel 
who will be responding. The pre-planning of the fireworks site allows Carmel Fire 
Department Personnel to evaluate what resources will be needed and where they will 
be allocated during the fireworks shoot. Having the detailed shoot sites prepared 
prior to the event has been extremely beneficial when planning the events and 
assuring Indiana Fire Code compliance. The use of First Due’s pre-planning program 
tools has made this process extremely efficient and easy. It is not only a great tool for 
planning the event, but its availability to responding crews through the responder 
app is proving to be invaluable.




Diving into the Pre-plan



Can you dive deeper into the actual pre-plan and what tools you used to create it?


Yes, the tools used to create the fireworks preplan are as follows:



- Draw and Measure Tool: The draw and measure tool is the basis for the fireworks 
pre-plan diagram. The use of this tool allows us to determine the fallout zone radius 
as required by NFPA 1123. We can then determine what buildings must be vacated, 
where spectators parking can be allowed and what areas we need to restrict 
spectators from entering. This information is vital to ensuring a safe shoot for our 
community. We also use this tool to show the “line of sight” from the fireworks launch 
site to the area of viewing. In order to ensure safety for our citizens, the spectator 





First Due

How have you been using First Due to prepare for upcoming community events in 
Carmel?



 



First Due to the Rescue



carmel
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viewing areas are placed at a safe distance outside the fallout zone but as close as possible for the best viewing 
experience of the show. Using the Draw and Measure tool allows us to see exactly what the line of sight will be 
for the show and any potential obstacles. This also allows us to see exactly how far away our viewers will be for 
the launch site. This information has not only been great for us as a local fire official but the fireworks company as 
well. By knowing the distance from the launch site to the spectator area the Fireworks contractor can better 
inform us on what size shells to use for the show or if the area we have chosen we be a challenge to see from the 
spectator area.



- Circle Icon Tool: The use of this tool makes it quick and easy to outline the fall out zone and show what 
structures will be affected by the fallout zone. This also is a great aide in showing our personnel where we need 
them to stage the equipment.



- Annotation Tool: In order to show our people where their assignment will be for the fireworks detail we used 
the annotation tool. This could also be done using the First Due Icons, however, our drawings do not show them 
at this time. By using the annotation tool we are able to visually see where are personnel need to be positioned 
during the show. This information can also be seen be arriving crews and allows us to allocate resources as 
needed during an emergency event. Another great advantage to the First Due program is that we are able to 
share this information with mutual aid companies that may be responding to assist in our area. I am also able to 
send this information on to our other city departments in order to request resources needed for the event.



Some of the other features you will see in our Fireworks pre-plan include the labeling of the following:



- Firework Launching Banks: We like to draw the launching banks themselves. This provides a visual location for 
our crews of the actual launch banks. By knowing their exact location and orientation our Firefighters are able to 
respond quickly and effectively.



- Fences/Barricades: By labeling these areas we were able to send a detailed drawing to our other city 
departments requesting fences be placed in strategic areas to aid in securing the launch site and fallout zone. 
Having the visual aid to direct exactly where we would like these items placed has helped to eliminated 
confusion and miss communication.



- Restricted Access Boundaries: By having access to First Due’s satellite view of the site it has allowed us to 
identify potential areas of concern. We are then able to label these areas using the line tool and deploy 
resources as needed to assist with the remediation of these concerns.



When creating this pre-plan, we used several tools we learned in our First Due trainings. The measurement tool 
and annotation tools were the biggest. Using the annotation tool allowed us to go in and label specific things, for 
example rather than 



just FDC, I could label FDC East, so the crews know which hookup to use instead of guessing. We have noticed a 
huge difference on this specific pre-plan, but also in our everyday response, that taking the extra few steps and 
seconds to go in and specifically label things we will need really does cut time down on each call. We have been 
able to edit, update, and make changes as things throughout the city and this event change. This helps us stay 
prepared and also allows us to work well with everyone in charge. I will send this specific pre-plan out to our 
police department, street department, parks department, and city officials, so that they know our plan, we know 
their plan, and we can all work together to make sure this event goes smoothly and safely.
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Implementing First Due for Every Situation



How has preparing for this event helped you use First Due for other special events or circumstances in Carmel?



The City of Carmel puts on several events throughout the year and with its growth and development, pre-
planning before the events is crucial. With several events happening throughout the year it is imperative to have 
a plan in place to ensure a safe and effective response to these events. As several of these events occur at the 
same address point within our district, the First Due Pre-plan program has allowed us to add several pre-plan 
layers to a single address point. This has proven to be extremely beneficial to the response of our front line 
companies. The ability to turn on a layer for a set time or duration of an event and then be removed upon its 
completion is extremely beneficial. By pre-planning each event and labeling specific hazards we can be better 
prepared for an emergency situation. This also allows us to edit these events each year as they may change and 
not have to recreate the wheel each time we have the same event. This saves an immense amount of time and 
resources.



Another benefit is when dealing with sudden or unexpected changes within our response area. Just the other 
day we had an issue come up where a contractor was doing work and had to close down an access road 
unexpectedly. We were able to log into First Due and rapidly come up with an alternative route. The new route 
was then attached to the address points that were affected and accessible by all responding units. Not only were 
we able to show the new access route, but the responder map was able to visually show a primary and 
secondary route need to access the restricted area. This layer was in place for the duration of the work and once 
completed was removed so crews could see the “normal” access route.



Our latest implementation of the First Due Pre-planning tools has assisted us with planning and organizing our 
own Fire Department Events. Within the next few days we will be conducting a kid’s firefighter camp. We were 
able to create a diagram of the site and where each station of the camp would be with labels showing what each 
station is. I have found that The First Due Pre-planning is not only versatile in its application but simple to use.



First Due


Carmel Fire Prevention Bureau
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Jeff Smith 
Deputy Chief

Orange Beach Fire Department


Mutual Aid at the Height of Hurricane Season



Location

Orange Beach, AL

Response Area 

Population

10,000

50 Professional 
Firefighters

Personnel


Q&A

Quick Facts

Jeff Smith

A lot of the work that we already had 
done in First Due proved useful in 
preparation - namely some key 
pre-incident plans and data already 
associated with low-lying addresses 
that we were already in the habit of 
using. When we first started to see 
Orange Beach in the cone, we looked 
into additional data sources that may 
help us gain a better operating 
picture for this specific scenario. 

Jeff Smith

With the way were already using data in the First Due platform, there were no big 
changes that needed to be made even for a situation like a major storm. However, 
when we developed strategies to incorporate data from outside sources to 
understand how our preparations would hold up against projected storm-tracks, 
we needed to bring in platform expertise to make these things a reality.



All it took was one phone call to the First Due Client Success team to go over our 
goals and how we needed to account for current weather data and storm surge. 
Within the hour, our layers for the buoy data were added and we were able to get 
back to storm preparation.

First Due

How do you prepare for a hurricane using First Due? Did you do anything special in 
preparation for the storm or was the work you were already doing sufficient for 
response?

What we found was incredibly useful as First Due enabled us to access buoy data 
from offshore to monitor wind speeds and wave height, so we could better estimate 
the time frame of major winds/storm surge arriving in Orange Beach.

First Due

What necessary steps did you take in First Due when the hurricane situation shifted 
from no big deal to an all hands on deck response?

Hurricane Preparation

Using First Due For Quickly Changing Conditions
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Jeff Smith

When a task force arrived days after the storm, adding their personnel was as easy as obtaining their name and 
email address - that's all it took to make sure the right people had an account with the right access and 
permissions. People who came in to assist and who were less familiar with Orange Beach instantly had what we 
needed them to have - our incident alerts, our mapping data, and our pre-incident plans.

Jeff Smith

Previously, we logged in and just used an internet browser to obtain buoy data for timeline predictions.  

 Additionally, during storms in years 
past we had to provide partner agencies with map books for directions which caused a significant delay in their 
response due to looking up addresses in an unfamiliar response area. First Due has ensured during a major 
emergency, our partners can see what we see and operate like we operate.

Now, critical storm data is firmly embedded in our operating workflows.

First Due

How were you able to use First Due to enable partner agencies from your area to access information? 
Which agencies joined in and how easy was the process?

First Due

How did the way you used First Due during the storm compare with previous hurricanes before you had 
the platform?

Easily Sharing Information For Mutual Aid Partners

Hurricane Season Before First Due

First Due

How did you and your partner agencies utilize First Due during the hurricane?


Jeff Smith

First and foremost, we had to get on the same playbook and act quickly to provide our task force partners with our 
incident alerting, mapping data, and all of our pre-incident plans including details on our residential structures.  We 
took it a big step further by just as quickly enabling our crews to track outside task force apparatus location just as we 
do ours, so we could make sure the closest unit to any emergency was the one responding.

Using First Due During An Active Hurricane
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Chief  
Jungmann

Part 1: Beginning the Journey with First Due





Location

Burnsville, Minnesota


Response Area 

Population

61, 399 People


48 Career  
Personnel


Personnel


Q&A

Quick Facts

Chief Jungmann

I am always interested in new technology and finding new ways to better serve our 
community. I knew First Due clearly had a vision for change and for a new 
perspective, and not just the same old with a new face on it - I saw the ideas that were 
going to disrupt the market.



When we had our initial conversation, it was in the context of pre-plans. We had just 
launched an internal pre-plan software with our GIS department – it was similar to 
what First Due was doing but wasn’t quite as robust. Since we had just launched this 
other software over the past year, we weren’t actually in the market for pre-planning, 
but First Due was super interesting to me so I kept it in my mind and the conversation 
evolved from there.





Chief Jungmann

A few months after our initial conversation, we were looking for a new electronic 
solution for truck checks and asset management. During COVID, we learned that 
we needed a better system for logistics. We needed to better manage what 
supplies we had and better prepare for supply chain disruption because our 
process was all manual and there was a clear gap for us to improve on. We looked 
at five asset management platforms. First Due was the last one we looked at, and 
let me tell you how the dynamic changed in the room after that. We had seen 
other asset management platforms that at that point in time were more robust, but 
we saw the vision of First Due, the future market disruption they would bring, who 
they were hiring, and how they were going about business. I was in a room full of 
people who I knew were not afraid to take risks and try new things, even with 
technology, and in that moment we all stopped and said, “Hmm, First Due might 
be the train to jump on.”







First Due

What were your early thoughts around First Due and what inspired you to begin 
making a transition with your software?



 



First Due

What were the features you found sticky and interesting that made you keep First 
Due at the top of mind?

Discovery Stage



Why First Due Stuck



Burnsville Fire Department
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From there, we went from thinking First Due was only for pre-planning to wondering what else they 
had to offer. At the time, it was a lot of mock-ups and ideas that were in development, but we loved 
the idea of where it was going. We also loved the idea of getting in during development so that we 
can really work with First Due by testing things out, seeing what we like and don’t like, and helping 
form the future. 

We looked deeper into Assets & Inventory, which turned into talk about Scheduling, and then we 
were looking at Pre-Plans, Inspections, and Community Risk Reduction. Community Risk Reduction is 
something important to me and something I wish more Fire Departments understood and took on. 
Once we realized the difference all of this being in one place would make, that's when it really stuck.

I think it really inspired people to feel that we could be part of this disruption and 
part of something new that’s going to be better than what anyone else has.  


First Due

You mention that Community Risk Reduction is a high priority for you. What do you mean by that and how do you see 
First Due fitting in your vision for an ideal Community Risk Reduction program?


Chief Jungmann

A few years back, I took a class on Community Risk Reduction. I’ll tell you now, it’s by far the best class I ever took. A 
colleague of mine in the class showed me what research can do for risk reduction. Research led him to figuring out 
that unpaid water bills correlated to high fire risk. When times get tough for people financially and they can’t pay their 
bills, they start using alternate methods for utilities, like heating their house in the middle of winter - which we all know 
is a leading cause in house fires. After seeing that correlation, I dug into our own response data and history because I 
wanted to know how many firefighters and civilians were being injured per year in our multi-family dwellings. To say it 
quickly, we now do much more diligent inspections with our enforcement team.



I don’t think enough Fire Departments wrap their head around potential risk and that their pre-plan software can 
actually help identify that. The idea that First Due can provide us a single database to pull all the information and allow 
us to cross-reference historical risk to potential risk in our community – now that will allow us to make accurate real-time 
decisions. It comes down to pulling all the information together before something happens, rather than waiting to 
handle it after something happens.



Most of us are saddled with so many disparate systems that don’t connect with each other, but with First Due there is 
the potential to pull it all into one. We can now have a single database that allows us to see scheduling, NFIRS reports, 
and firefighter injuries and issues that are going to come up due to shift trades and so on. It allows us to look at this 
from a risk management perspective and start to quantify what facilities are going to be at high risk for fires, especially 
since 40% of the Burnsville community is in rental housing, most of which are older buildings with no fire suppression 
systems.



Our goal is to be ahead of the curve and have a risk management model that can mitigate incidents from ever 
occurring, or when it does occur, lowering the risk and the penalty for both civilians and firefighters. Long term, this will 
give us a forum to engage the public because at the end of the day, community risk reduction is a two-way street. We 
will be informed and educated with their information, which in return helps us provide the best service we can to the 
public. We can engage community members to be stake holders in their own safety and make them feel a part of a 
team through this approach. All of this is a new way of thinking about the fire service, but I believe, once First Due is 
fully developed, it has the opportunity to be a one-stop shop for everything a fire agency needs.

Why Community Risk Reduction Was A Big Factor
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First Due

witching gears, can you talk us through your experience with the First Due team as implementation has begun?


First Due

As the Implementation process moves forward, can you tell us what you would like to see accomplished as Burnsville 
grows with First Due?


Chief Jungmann


I can tell the First Due team is motivated to come in and make things better. 
They want to make the product work for us, rather than us changing how we work for the product, and I will always be 
willing to partner with that

It's been great so far, and that's entirely because the First Due team didn’t leave once they sold us something. There 
have been so many times with other companies where I signed on the dotted line and then the phone lines went to 
voicemail. In my experience, success with companies - particularly software companies, is to have direct 
communication.



First Due has given us both an Implementation and Client Success team that we are in direct communication with, and 
when we do have a problem and need to call, they can actually help us solve that problem. I’m not having to call an 
800 number or give a ticket number to someone who doesn’t know my system, then wait for them to contact someone 
who does. Instead, I have a First Due team that knows immediately about my problem. They communicate with me 
and take care of it as soon as possible. I feel like I have already created a relationship and a foundation with the First 
Due team, and I feel like they know my workflow and processes, which is a key piece to both of our success. It’s nice to 
see a team instead of a log in screen, and 

Chief Jungmann


Module wise, First 
Due is hitting everything we need from a fire perspective, and as we move along in the implementation process, I’m 
seeing more and more of what we are going to be capable of doing – it’s really exciting.

As of right now, I am just excited to see how many pieces are already coming together. Everything is connecting and 
that is all I can ask for, but I do see wanting more integrations in the future. Cameras, investigation data, learning 
management systems, etc. are all little things we are working with every day, so eventually seeing all of that come 
together in a one stop shop is something I would love to achieve.



Another thing I hope to accomplish as we roll this out is broadening our scope. I think everything involved in First Due 
goes well beyond fire. If we need this information, so does our Police Department, so ensuring that they get access 
and learn how to make use of this platform is going to be very key in us creating a safer community. 

The Implementation Of First Due

Growing With First Due
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Community Risk Manager, Tracy LeClair

I am hopeful that it will help with gaps we've identified in the Fire Department's ability 
to maintain current information on "keys, codes, and contacts" for both residential and 
commercial properties in our jurisdiction. Having this information is vital in our area as 
we have a large number of vacation homes, rental properties, and communities that 
require a gate code, or are occupied by our "snowbirds," meaning the property could be 
empty for much of the year. If we are called to a property and the occupants are not in 
town, knowing a gate code, where a key is located, and having a way to contact the 
homeowner or property manager quickly can make a huge difference in our response 
times. As more people sign up, we expect our response times to decrease and our 
efficiency to increase.

First Due

How do you see Community Connect making a difference for both responders 
and everyday residents?

Location

Eagle County, CO


Response Area 

Population

50,000 

140 Professional 
Firefighters


Personnel


Quick Facts

Tracy LeClair

Community Risk Manager


Community Risk Manager, Tracy LeClair

Before our agencies were using Community Connect, we were only collecting 
information on our residents at the time of dispatch. 911 Operators at our dispatch 
center would gather critical details and complete an Access and Functional Needs 
(AFN) form during a call and pass those notes on to First Responders while they were 
en route to the incident.



With the exception of a few outliers and some anecdotal first hand knowledge, Fire 
& EMS crews did not have pre-established life safety profiles for residents prior to 
an emergency other than what was collected by dispatch operators during the call. 
Often that information was incomplete or inaccurate because the reporting party 
lacked that information or was unable to answer while under stress.

First Due

Before Community Connect, what were your options for collecting resident 
information that would be relevant during the time of response?

Pre-Plans Before First Due

Adding First Due & Community Connect To The Operation

Q&A
Eagle County

Going Live With a Multi-Agency Community 
Connect Program
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Community Risk Manager, Tracy LeClair

The agencies throughout our county already work very closely together. There are also areas that are not 
currently participating in the Community Connect program, and it made sense to include them because we have 
mutual aid agreements to respond to those areas. It was important to us that everyone in the area would be able 
to create a Community Connect profile no matter which fire department served them, especially since not 
everyone in the general public knows exactly which department's response area they are in. Rolling Community 
Connect out for all of us at the same time as a joint initiative helped reduce complications for both the 
participating agencies as well as for residents and business owners. The joint launch made the sign-up process 
much easier for everyone involved.



Community Risk Manager, Tracy LeClair

The First Due team has been very responsive and behaves like a partner rather than a vendor. Since the joint 
launch involved three different fire departments, with each department needing their own customized landing 
pages and marketing assets as well as a joint page and assets, we had many meetings with the First Due team to 
get everything just right. Both the Marketing Team and the Product Team rose to the occasion in developing 
different configurations to ensure all aspects of the rollout met the needs of all three agencies before it was 
released to residents. After the launch, First Due continued the partnership with regular check-in meetings, and 
had an immediate response when any issues, questions, customizations, or enhancement requests came up. The 
same process was repeated when the Commercial side of the program was announced.



First Due

What was your decision making process like in rolling out Community Connect as a multi-jurisdictional project?

First Due

How has your experience been working with the First Due team to successfully launch your Community Connect 
program?

Integrating For Intricate Jurisdictions



Working With The First Due Team
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Community Risk Manager, Tracy LeClair

We intend to add customizations and specific enhancements to the materials the First Due Marketing Team 
provided us to communicate the benefits of the program in a way that’s most effective for our various 
communities. We'll start with print advertising, social media, and email distribution lists. We will also rely heavily 
on partnerships with Homeowners Associations and Property Managers, as well as utilize communication 
avenues like inserts in power and water company bills. Moving forward, we will definitely be working with local 
businesses and leveraging relationships with government and other community/civic organizations who are 
valuable resources for assistance in spreading the word throughout Eagle County.



First Due

How do you plan to grow your Community Connect program moving forward?

Growing Community Connect For Eagle County
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Assistant Chief Grant

Since we had all these detailed tactical maps already made that we can make good use 
out of on most calls, I have had the crews start to go through and scan all of the tactical 
maps into First Due and drop them on their specific locations, so now we have those 
available on top of our First Due pre-plan for when those calls come through. For 
places like the Great Wolf Lodge, we are in the process of completing detailed pre-
plans in First Due, and once those are officially complete they will be incredibly useful. 
We had an active shooter incident there a while back and our tactical map helped, but 
once medical calls started coming in from people getting worried and trying to 
evacuate, it was hard to isolate the room the supposed shooter was in from the rooms 
the medical calls were coming from. If something like this happens again, with First Due 
we will be able to use the layering tool to isolate room locations, separate floors, and 
efficiently scan the entire premise of 

First Due

How have you began the process of Pre-planning Commercial Occupancies with 
First Due?

Location

Grapevine, TX

Response Area 

Population

50,000 

110 Professional 
Firefighters

Personnel


Quick Facts

Stuart Grant

Assistant Chief  

of Fire & EMS Operations Assistant Chief Grant

Before First Due, our crews used tactical drawings which were hand drawn. These 
became inefficient and became more and more outdated each and every day. 
When a call came in, the crews had to get out a book, reference the address, and 
look for any structural details we had previously written in there, while the truck is 
responding down the street on its way to the call. As you can imagine, that was not 
efficient, so after that we ended up using a box book that had the fire alarm boxes in 
it. On the backside of the fire alarm box, there were multiple pages that had the 
tactical maps and drawings in there, so we would look through that information 
when a call came through. Most of the information we had was on apartment 
complexes. We had some bigger buildings like the Great Wolf Lodge and the 
Gaylord Texan Resort, but for things like strip shopping centers or other complex 
structures around town, the tactical maps in the box book just weren't efficient.

First Due

Before First Due, how were you able to pre-plan commercial occupancies? How 
were you able to prioritize information on those commercial structures during an 
emergency scenario?

Pre-Plans Before First Due

Pre-Planning Commercial Occupancies With First Due

Q&A
Grapevine Fire Department

Strategic Pre-Incident Planning for Every  
Occupancy Type
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these massive structures. Pre-plans are great for every 
structure, but on a residential property I'm able walk around 
and quickly survey the entire home, whereas on overly 
populated hotel grounds, it's not possible to walk around 
and survey the entire scene. By having First Due, we are 
able to bridge this gap between the wealth of information 
we have collected over time, and combine the tactical 
maps, the processes, and the procedures altogether, to 
create an efficient and functional operation.

Residential Pre-Planning



Assistant Chief Grant


Each of those warehouses will hold different 
companies, so the warehouse can be subdivided into several different sections, and with First Due, we can 
pre-plan to show where each occupancy is located, the hazards for each occupancy, and emergency contacts 
for each occupancy, so when a call comes through we know the specifics, rather than just knowing the address.



Oh yes, absolutely. We have a huge pipeline distribution center that borders Grapevine but is technically in 
another city. Since we're right on the border and the street that runs in front of the distribution center is in the 
Grapevine boundary, we always get the call first. We've added a wealth of information into that pre-plan so that it's 
available to anyone responding now. Things like where do you activate and shut off the foam system?  How much 
material does each tank or structure contain? Or for a specific product, how many gallons does each tank in the 
tank farm hold? So that when the call does come through, we are now able to identify the specifics about each 
tank and the associated piping that is associated with each tank, know the layout of the retention areas ,what 
material is inside of it and how hazardous it is, so we can plan our approach ahead of time. We know now if we 
should immediately go to a different street, or what additional resources we absolutely need to safely respond.



Distribution centers, hotels, along with huge warehouses, are our biggest target hazards, so we have been 
pre-planning them the same way we do strip shopping centers. 

Assistant Chief Grant

Being able to pre-plan residential neighborhoods and areas with First Due gives us a very solid starting point. It 
provides us with the baseline information we need, and allows us to be extremely prepared for any situation in the 
community. When we first started using First Due, I had no idea how helpful Community Connect would be for us 

First Due

Has First Due been helpful in executing Pre-plans for Industrial Properties and other potentially sensitive 
target hazards?

First Due

How has First Due helped Grapevine as far as residential pre-planning and response?

Pre-Planning For Target Hazards
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as far as being able to supplement the baseline pre-plans 
with information directly from the resident. Having a 
community engagement platform built into the software 
we use everyday has given us a great way to connect with 
our community and gain information from them that is 
not only important for us to know, but that we can 
seamlessly digest at the time of response, allowing us to 
prioritize whats most important in the situations where 
every second counts.

Working with the First Due Marketing Team has made the process of engaging our community very easy. Every 
month, I work with our Prevention Department to push one of the content updates First Due creates and 
provides to us on our Grapevine Fire Department website, as well as on Facebook and Twitter. As I thought it 
would be a possibility, Community Connect had a slightly slow start in Grapevine, but once we started 
consistently pushing out the content First Due provided us, we were gaining sign-ups daily. It's phenomenal 
how quickly the program has grown. We get calls all the time from people in our community who want to make 
sure we know their situation in case we are ever called to their home. They call with things like where medication 
is located, information on mobility issues for people who would need extra assistance in evacuating, where 
bedrooms of small children or grandchildren are located, and other details specific to their home and family. It's 
so helpful being able to refer them to Community Connect where they can tell us everything, and then there it is, 
available to us the second we need it.





Assistant Chief Grant

We have been focused in the immediate term on getting 
all of our pre-plans incorporated into First Due because 
we have been so excited about how those can help us, 
that I haven't been able to keep up with how fast First 
Due has been able to release the rest of their software 
suite. As far as I'm concerned, even with the hundreds of 
Community Connect sign-ups we we get each and every 
month, we are just at the beginning of getting our 
residents involved. I am looking forward to seeing this 
program grow and for our community to see the value of 
us working together on Community Risk Reduction.




First Due

How do you see Grapevine Fire Department growing with First Due?

Growing With First Due

As we continue to grow, especially with how much we have achieved already with our pre-plans, knowing how 
much more First Due can offer us in other parts of our operation is really exciting with us moving forward. I know 
there is so much more for us to learn about the First Due suite, so I am looking forward to seeing what other areas 
of our operation can get on board.
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Carmel


Orange Beach

Burnsville


Eagle County

west
Arcadia Fire Department

Central Kitsap Fire Department



Trusted by Agencies Nationwide
From volunteer towns to America's largest cities, from Floridian beaches to the Alaskan backcountry and everywhere in 
between, the next generation of Fire & EMS runs on First Due.
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Barry Spriggs

Deputy Fire Chief

Deputy Fire Chief Spriggs

What we need is an accurate real-time map of the fire progression, a list of 
residents that have any access and functional need issues that make them 
particularly vulnerable and our pre-established evacuation and structure defense 
zones.

Deputy Fire Chief Spriggs

Before we were running on First Due, we did not have Access and Functional 
Needs lists. In years past, we didn't have our Fire Progression maps available to all 
companies operating at an event like a major wildfire. Likewise in our city 
Emergency Operations Center, we didn't have the ability to view the same up-to-
the-minute Fire Progression information or map out the locations of our more 
vulnerable residents that would require special attention.

First Due

When preparing for a wildland fire, what critical pieces of information do you 
need?

First Due

Before First Due, how readily available was thisinformation and how actionable 
was it in the field?


Arcadia Fire Department

Employing Data to Defend Arcadia from the 2020 
Bobcat Fire

Location

Arcadia, CA

Response Area 

Population

59,000

53 Professional 
Firefighters

Personnel


Preparing for the Worst

In Years Past

Q&A

Quick Facts

Deputy Fire Chief Spriggs


With Community Connect, Arcadia was able to better understand where our most 
vulnerable people were housed,

We first went in to First Due and used the Occupancy Organizer to view a concise list 
of addresses that housed our at-risk residents and then provided this list to our 
partners in Law Enforcement as they were putting together their evacuation plans.


 and we were better prepared to act quickly in 
ensuring their safety as the fire intensified. 

First Due

As the Bobcat Fire approached Arcadia, how did AFD utilize Community Connect 
to keep a handle on at-risk residents?

Defending Residents With Community Connect
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Deputy Fire Chief Spriggs

MODIS and VIIRS layers in ArcGIS are up-to-date information made available by the folks at NASA to 
understand through high-tech thermal imaging what areas are showing spikes in abnormal heat and where the 
fire has most likely spread. In conjunction with Fire Perimeter data from other sources, we're able to gain an 
accurate, real-time picture of what we're dealing with. 


Next, we overlay these critical maps on top of our base map that we work in week-in, week-out in First Due that 
contains our Pre-Incident Plans both on our target hazards and for residential occupancies. By having all of our 
mapping data in one place, we were able to quickly brief companies in the field with accurate information and 
brief our city staff with the same mapping data in the EOC.

First Due

Fire Perimeter, MODIS / VIIRS Hot-spots, residential occupancies - there are so many pieces of 
geo-spatial information to keep track of during a major incident. What role did First Due take in helping 
this process? When preparing for a wildland fire, what critical pieces of information do you need?

Consolidating GIS Data in First Due

First Due

How did First Due make a difference during the Bobcat Fire?


Deputy Fire Chief Spriggs

Having an accurate map part was huge when deciding how/where to place resources for all agencies involved in 
response to the event; our personnel, Local PD as well as City Officials in the EOC. Early on, it was determined that we 
needed to take advantage Arcadia specific ArcGIS layers and Wildfire specific GIS layers to make sure we can utilize 
our computers and tablets in the command post and Emergency Operations Center so that we can stay current with 
the Fire Perimeter and best understand how it can impact our city.

How First Due Made a Difference
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Ronny Smith

Should there be a catastrophic event at one of these facilities, evacuating residents 
presents its own challenges.  We have facilities in our protection area where there 
are 60+ apartments housing residents with various functional needs that would 
need assistance in rapidly exiting their buildings.  This is manpower intensive and 
can present a major operational issue.



Responding to a call relevant to single individual at one of these facilities is a 
different issue but also its own challenge. A resident may call 911 looking for EMS 
to address a critical health issue, and in some instances the facility staff would be 
unaware that a call was placed. Therefore, when we arrive, staff is unprepared to 
ensure quick transport of the resident to the ambulance.



First Due

What are the challenges that CKFR is consistently faced with when 
responding to age care facilities?



Central Kitsap Fire & Rescue

Accelerating Response Times & Coordinating Arrival 
with Target Hazard Staff with Community Connect


Location

Silverdale, WA

Response Area 

Population

60,000 

100 Professional 
Firefighters

Personnel


Challenges Of Age Care



Q&A

Quick Facts

Ronny Smith

First Due is an awesome tool that allows our personnel to create differentiated pre-
plans for care facilities.  We can have different layers that show our crews a plan for a 
fire, plans for EMS extraction at various points around the facility, and every other 
scenario we train for.



What truly sets First Due apart is enabling staff at the facility to play a role in the pre-
planning and notification process. Through Community Connect, the building 
leadership and on-site security are notified when a resident calls 911 for an 
emergency.  As we're en-route, security has already received a text message that 
Central Kitsap is responding and then proceeds to prepare for our arrival by clearing 
space for the ambulance outside, locking down an elevator for our crew, and more.  In 
the middle of the night this is huge. Community Connect has reduced our response 
times dramatically and helped keep our elderly safe. It's great. Doors are unlocked, 
elevators are on the ground floor, and security has the situation under control and can 
escort us directly to the person in trouble.

First Due

How did First Due offer a solution to positively impact the response workflow at an 
age care facility?

Re-Imagining The Response Workflow



Ronny Smith

Pre-Plan Coordinator
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Ronny Smith

The day after we set up one of our facilities for Community Connect we were dispatched there to help a senior in 
respiratory distress.  Prior to the dispatch, I notified the crews that this new notification system had been set up 
with security at this 24-hour care facility.  When our responded the security guards knew we were on our way and 
had prepared to provide immediate access and helped facilitate the response. We were able to get our senior in 
distress out of his room and loaded onto an ambulance in record levels of assistance from facility staff.

First Due

Do you have any specific examples?

Community Connect Bridging the Responder / Caregiver Information Gap

Ronny Smith


Working directly with the leadership and staff at our businesses add a whole new level of service that will 
positively assist with our Community Risk Reduction strategy.

We have First Due deployed to all six of the fire departments here in Kitsap County - for the folks that don't 
know that's just across the sound from Seattle, Washington. Community Connect has been running countywide 
for over a year and we have seen thousands of our residents sign-up and a growing number of local businesses 
like the age care facility we spoke about today. CKFR coordinates with Operations and the Community Connect 
leads at each of our partner agencies to ensure we have a coordinated plan for awareness and registrations the 
same way we all came together to focus on Community Connect at our residential occupancies.



First Due

How do you plan on expanding your success with Community Connect to get more facilities like this one 
signed-up?

Growing the Community Connect Program

Ronny Smith

First Due provides us with a custom braded kit to get the right 
information in front of the residents and businesses we provide 
service to. Because all of our partners at our neighboring 
agencies use the same kit we have standardized messaging, 
standardized branding and a standardized marketing plan.  We 
use these resources to develop presentations for local 
businesses, chambers of commerce, rotary clubs, our schools, 
our local malls and we just grow from there. We also keep 
informative flyers in our units to distribute should there be an 
opportunity during response.

First Due

How do you plan to make your community aware of the 
program?

Creating a Household Name
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